
January 28, 2021: Witnessed by multiple parties 

• Station 11 crews were training on the door prop next to the station in back parking area.
• A male subject being chased by RPD came running towards the fire crews performing training.
• RPD officers came running into the back parking lot from the same direction as the subject and

tackled him at the door prop placing him in custody (see attached photo).

October 18, 2020 Witnessed by Firefighter 

• At 0115 hrs, a Firefighter entered the kitchen for water and found a woman (late 20’s-early 40’s)
standing inside the enclosed patio by the sliding door.

• According to FF, when approached and asked if she needed help, she stated no.
• The FF escorted her through the gate, and the gate was re-latched.

October 6, 2020 Found by Administrative Staff 

• At 1010 hrs a staff member found garbage (liquor bottle, alcohol in cup, cigarette butts, plastic)
behind the Annex building.

October 1, 2020 Witnessed by Administrative Staff 

• At 0745 hrs, two males (mid 20’s) were seen loitering near generator enclosure in between
parked RFD personal vehicles, one looking in and in between cars while the other was seen
crouched down by the lamp post.

• The crouched male was seen taking what looked to be a syringe and box from his backpack,
baring his abdomen and injecting something.

• After, both males walked towards the Skate Park.

September 27, 2020 Witnessed by Firefighter 

• At 1100 hrs, a male (20’s) was observed walking through the station’s back parking lot with his
skateboard blocking vehicle access, then ducking into the back alcove by Administrative offices,
dropped skateboard and crouched down by door.

• When FF circled back to check further, the male was no longer in the alcove, no damage seen.

September 10, 2020 Witnessed by multiple parties 

• A male entered the unsecured front vestibule asking to use a computer. When his request was
denied, asked to speak to higher authority and again his request was denied.

• The male’s behavior began to escalate, front staff became fearful as lobby was not secured.
• When the male would not leave, RPD was called for assistance. Male left prior to RPD’s arrival.

Attachment A - Summary of Documented Safety/Security Breaches 



July 19, 2020  Witnessed by Firefighter 

• At 0330 hrs, a Firefighter was awakened in his dorm room by loud noises outside his window. 
• Looking outside, the FF (a former LE) observed a male sitting up against the building behind the 

overgrown landscaping, take several needles out of his backpack along with what strongly 
resembled a package of heroin. 

• A sound scared the male, who shoved the paraphernalia into his backpack and fled. 
• Next morning, crew carefully cleaned up litter in the area. 

July 18, 2020  Witnessed by multiple parties 

• Firefighters were returning from an emergency call witnessed a vehicle pulling into the front 
parking lot’s south entrance blocking it. 

• Two females (mid 20’s-early 30’s) waiting and were outside the vehicle acting erratically, 
interacting with the occupant of the vehicle, then left when the Firefighters stopped. 

July 1, 2020  Witnessed by Firefighters 

• Mid-morning, a red carry-on suitcase was observed in grassy area in front of the Annex 
unattended. A short time later a male appeared from behind the Annex, laid down on the grass 
by the suitcase. 

• RPD was called for assistance. 

July 1, 2020  Witnessed by Firefighters 

• Late-morning, Firefighters were returning and observed two vehicles in the south back parking 
lot entrance blocking the engine’s return.  

• The vehicles pulled farther into the back parking lot to make way for the engine, then returned 
to their original positioning blocking the entrance. 

 
Many other security breaches have occurred such as numerous car prowls, damage to vehicles, 
malicious intent to personal vehicles (cutting brake lines), garbage in the back lot and generator 
enclosure (beer cans, letter, feces, urine), a dead body was found behind the Annex building, and graffiti 
on the MIH building and waste/recycling receptacles.  

Members of the general public have cut through our back lot during active drills coming within several 
feet of the engine and equipment putting not only themselves by Firefighters in harm’s way. 
Additionally, the engine and/or aid cars occasionally respond out of the back bay doors when the front 
bay doors are out of service. Civilian vehicles potentially blocking emergency vehicles responding to 9-1-
1 is not acceptable. 

Finally, Station 11 previously experienced a large adult male enter through the back apparatus bay area 
into the kitchen and walk up behind a female employee who was alone in the kitchen. It ended up being 
a harmless incident aside from the initial fright and the male urinating on the kitchen floor, but it had 
the potential for a very different outcome.  




